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Abstract
Several studies have documented the importance of social networks for quality of life
(QL) in old age. This article presents a review and critical analysis of the literature on
the relationship between the social networks of the elderly and their QL/well-being.
A survey using interdisciplinary search engines [Web of Knowledge, Scopus, Scholar
Google, Science Direct and Online Knowledge Library (b-on)], followed by an in-depth
examination of the 37 documents subsequently identified, selected based on content,
the geographical context of the study and its publication date, suggested a number of
tendencies. In the first place, networks of friends have a greater impact on the QL/wellbeing of elderly persons than family networks. Secondly, the positive effect of the existence
of more than one type of relationship was revealed (such as simultaneous friendships
and family relationships). Finally, literature suggests emotional closeness has a positive
impact on QL/well-being. The present study exposed the lack of longitudinal studies
into the causality between network characteristics and QL/well-being. It also revealed
the lack of research on the relationship between social networks and QL/well-being in
elderly persons living alone. One problematic aspect relates to the fact that few studies
provide a definition of the QL measures they adopt, or the rationale behind the manner
of their operationalization of the concept.
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INTRODUCTION
Social networks are considered to be an important
determinant of the quality of life (QOL) of the elderly,
notably by allowing them to deal with stressful
environments or difficult life experiences1. They can,
for example, enable elderly persons with reduced income
and/or health problems to reduce the potential negative
effects of such factors2, thus promoting the maintenance
or elevation of the QOL of these individuals. However,
although literature emphasizes the positive effects of
social networks on well-being3-5, they can also have a
negative effect on individuals6,7, when, for example,
the elderly are maltreated by one or more elements of
their social networks.
The present literature review is part of a PhD
research project within the framework of the
Survey of Health, Aging and Retirement in Europe
(SHARE) project, focusing on the impact of social
networks on the QOL of individuals aged 50 or over
in mono-residential contexts in Portugal.
The concepts used in the present study are
derived from its insertion SHARE, being those
included in the database of the fourth wave of this
longitudinal project, the data collection of which took
place in 2010-2011 in 16 European countries. The
characteristics of the social networks that were taken
into account are their size (number of individuals
in the social network); the type of relationship
(relationship of friendship, family relationship,
neighborhood relationship, among other types of
relationship); the geographical proximity of the
elements of the social network (geographical distance
between the residence of the respondent and those of
the members of their social network); the frequency
of contact (frequency of face-to-face, telephone or
other type of contact with elements of the social
network); and emotional closeness (level of emotional
closeness to network members).
Another important concept in this work is QOL,
which is also included in this database. In the SHARE
project, QOL is defined by the level of satisfaction
of needs in the areas of control, autonomy, selfrealization, and pleasure. Since QOL is a measure
of well-being, other welfare measures have been

included in this literature review which refer to one
or more dimensions of the concept of QOL.
This article aimed to review and critically
analyze the literature on the relationship between
the characteristics of the social networks of elderly
persons on the one hand and their quality of life
or other indicators of well-being on the other, in
several European and North America countries. It
also aimed to identify gaps in the level of scientific
knowledge about this subject..

METHOD
Procedure
In order to identify the scientific publications
to be included in this review and analysis, five
search engines were used in order to allow access
to the largest number of existing publications on
the relationship under analysis: Web of Knowledge,
Scopus, Scholar, Science Direct and Biblioteca
do Conhecimento Online (Online Knowledge
Library) (b-on). These search engines were selected
due to their interdisciplinary nature, in order to
cover several disciplines involved in aging and the
relationship between social networks and QOL (or
other indicators of well-being).
The following keywords were inserted in the
search engines, in both the English and Portuguese
languages: social networks; size of the social
network; type of relationship; composition of the
social network; geographical proximity of the
social network; frequency of contact; emotional
closeness; QOL; well-being; elderly persons; old age.
In addition, the bibliographical references of articles
found using these terms were consulted, in order to
select references to further research into the subject
related to the study.
The studies included in this integrative review
were selected based on their content, the geographical
context of the study and the date of publication. In
terms of content, each publication selected for this
literature review included results based on empirical
data on the relationship of at least one of the social
network characteristics already mentioned and QOL,
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or other indicators or measures of well-being in old
age. Taking into account the purpose of this study,
the possible influence of sociodemographic variables
was not considered in this article. Regarding the
second selection criterion, given that this literature
review forms part of the European SHARE project,
the European geographical context was favored and,
given the comparability of this project with the Health
and Retirement Survey (HRS) in the USA, studies
carried out in North America were also included.
Lastly, with regard to publication date criteria, the
study focused on scientific works published in the
period from 1980 to 2014. The temporal distribution
of the 37 publications identified according to the
stated criteria was not uniform. A total of 5.4% were
included from the period between 1980 and 1990;
18.9% covered the period between 1991 and 2000;
43.3% represented the period between 2001 and 2010;
32.4% were from the period between 2011 and 2014.
The largest proportion of studies identified in recent
years, or in other words since 2001, is due to the fact
that scientific studies of social networks, with the
identification of their morphological characteristics,
only began in the second half of the 20th century,
with scientific production on this theme intensifying
from this period onwards8.

Defining the fundamental concepts
The concept of social networks emerged in
Sociology and Social Anthropology in the 1930s
and 1940s of the last century, and enjoys growing
popularity today 9. Mercklé9 considers a social
network to consist of a set of social units and of
the relationships between these social units, be they
individuals or groups of individuals. The term social
network used in this article designates a group of
people or groups that are connected by some type
of social relationship10.
There are two ways of approaching a social
network: the direct approach and the indirect
approach. In the indirect approach the researcher
identifies the elements that are part of the social
network of the respondent, through their social
relationships. The mere existence of a social

relationship authorizes the investigator to consider
it significant. In contrast, in the direct approach to
social networks, which is the approach preferred
by the SHARE project, it is the respondents who
identify the members of their social network they
consider to be important.
The concept of QOL is also a fundamental
concept in this work, although defining it is not an
easy task. There is no consensus among researchers
on the definition of the concept and the appropriate
criteria to operationalize it11,12 . The World Health
Organization (WHO) approach is one of the most
frequently observed in literature, defining QOL as
the individual's perception of their position in life, in
the context of the culture and value system in which
they live and in relation to their goals, standards,
expectations and concerns. The WHOQOL-OLD
instrument, for use with the elderly, covers seven
domains of QOL: sensorial functioning; autonomy;
present, past and future activities; social participation;
death and dying; intimacy; family13.
The approach in terms of satisfied/unsatisfied
needs in the areas of control, autonomy, selfrealization and pleasure has also been highlighted
by studies that feature the elderly as a target
population14, and has been adopted by the SHARE
project. In this approach, the Control, Autonomy,
Self-Realization, Pleasure (CASP) scale is used to
evaluate QOL in its CASP-12 or CASP-19 versions.
Control consists of the capacity of an individual
to intervene actively in their environment; while
autonomy is a person’s capacity to be free of the
unwanted interference of other people15. The selfrealization and pleasure domains aim to capture
the most active and reflexive dimensions of being
an elderly person7. The diversity of approaches to
measuring QOL does not allow for a single, universal
definition of the concept. Given this impossibility,
the approach in terms of satisfied/unsatisfied needs
is chosen as adequate for the evaluation of the QOL
of the elderly. This approach has advantages over the
others. The CASP instrument for measuring QOL
allows a multidimensional and global approach,
rather than an assessment of only one domain
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of life16; has been validated for Europe and was
specifically developed for use among the elderly. It
is also an instrument that, unlike other measurement
instruments, evaluates QOL and not the factors that
influence it. In addition, CASP allows us to capture
the more active and reflexive dimensions of the
elderly (self-realization and pleasure), dimensions
that have been ignored in many studies7.
Considering that some researchers partially
or totally overlap the concept of QOL with other
concepts that refer to the notion of well-being, it was
considered appropriate that this literature review
should consider certain other indicators of wellbeing, as long as they refer to some of the dimensions
of the concept of QOL. It should be noted that
well-being in the elderly is a state that can result
from a diversity of conditions, from physical health
to subjective perception of QOL17.
Indicators of the level of well-being considered in
this review include level of positive (includes positive
indicators, such as joy, a good mood, happiness, calm)
and/or negative affect (includes negative feelings
felt by individuals such as sadness, nervousness,
agitation)18; level of depressive symptomatology
(includes symptoms such as depressed mood, feelings
of guilt, uselessness, impotence, hopelessness, sleep
disturbances, and loss of appetite)19,20; level of selfesteem (cognitive evaluation of the person and of
the self)21; level of anxiety (state of the individual
who presents a catastrophic view of events, believing
that something dangerous and threatening may
happen)22; physical health; health-related QOL
(perception of mental and physical health, commonly
measured by health-related quality of life assessment
instruments such as SF-12 and SF-36); subjective
health (perception or subjective appreciation of

general health status); and general well-being,
assessed through qualitative research techniques
or Likert scales.
The levels of affect (positive and/or negative),
depressive symptomatology, self-esteem and anxiety
refer to the level of well-being at the psychological
level, which is important for the satisfaction of needs
in the pleasure and self-realization domains of QOL;
physical health allows the satisfaction of the needs
of the elderly in the areas of control and autonomy;
The QOL related to health and subjective health
refer to the level of satisfaction of needs in the areas
of control, autonomy, pleasure and self-realization.
The concept of general well-being is a comprehensive
concept that can refer to any of the domains of the
concept of QOL (control, autonomy, pleasure and
self-realization).
Other indicators of well-being, such as satisfaction
with life and happiness, were excluded because they
were more subjective concepts and subject to rapid
fluctuations/changes, unlike the other concepts
considered, which express more constant conditions
of individuals.

RESULTS
The 37 publications included in this literature
review were analyzed according to the following
categories: author(s)/year; local; methodology; sample
representativeness; characteristics of the social
network; measure of well-being; implementation
of the well-being measure (Table 1). Five of the
37 results that composed the final sample of the
integrative review carried out on the relationship
between the social network and the well-being/QOL
of the elderly person are described below.
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Table 1. Analysis grid with illustrative publications from literature review. Portugal, 2015.
Author/Year
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Methodology Sample
Characteristics
representativity of social
network

Well-being
measure

Operationalization of
welfare measure

De Belvis
Lazio, Italy
AG, Avolio
M, Spagnolo
A, Damiani
G, Sicuro L,
Cicchetti A et
al. (2008a)

Quantitative

Yes

Frequency
of contact;
geographical
proximity of
social network
elements

Health-related
quality of life

SF-12 Questionnaire

Fiori KL,
Berlin,
Smith J,
Germany
Antonucci TC.
(2007)

Quantitative

Yes

Size of social
network;
frequency
of contact;
emotional
closeness

Level of
depressive
symptomatology
+ physical health
(objective and
subjective)

Hamilton Scale
(1960)+ Overall
subjective assessment
of the present health
of respondents with
responses varying
from 1 (poor) to
5 (excellent) + no.
of serious chronic
diseases diagnosed
according to a
new review of the
"International
Statistical
Classification of
Diseases codes".

Quantitative
33
municipalities
in southern
Sweden

Yes

Size of social
network

Quality of life

Life-quality Gerontolog y
Centre (LGC) scale (only
present quality of life e life
span quality) and SF-12.

Hellström Y,
Andersson M,
Hallberg IR.
(2004)

Location

Webb E, Blane England
D, Mcmunn
A, Netuveli G.
(2011)

Quantitative

Yes

Frequency
of contact;
emotional
closeness

Quality of life

CASP-19 Instrument

Zaninotto P,
Falaschetti
E, Sacker A.
(2009)

Quantitative

Yes

Type of
relationship;
emotional
closeness

Quality of life

CASP-19 Instrument

England

Scientific literature on the impact of social networks on the
QOL/well-being of the elderly
Some specific characteristics of the social
network are considered nuclear: the size of the
social network; the type of relationship; the
frequency of contact; the geographical proximity
of the elements of the social network and emotional
proximity. Litwin and Stoeckel23 constructed a social

network indicator based on these characteristics of
the network of confidants (members of the social
network considered by the individual/respondent
as important, and with whom they often talk
about matters that are important to them, such as
worries or positive events they have experienced).
An analysis of the main components allowed the
authors to propose an index that takes into account
these five characteristics.
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It should be noted that not all the investigations
allowed conclusions to be drawn about cause and
effect relationships, meaning it was only possible
to verify if there was an "association" between
certain social network characteristics and the QOL/
well-being of the elderly. Only three of the studies
analyzed were longitudinal 24-26, with the remaining
cross-sectional in design, making it impossible to
establish causality between the networks and the
QOL/well-being of the elderly.

Size of social network and QOL/well-being
With regard to the size of the social network,
it is known that, with advancing age, the social
networks of the elderly tend to be smaller4. This
reduction in the size of social networks with age
can be explained by the death of people close to the
elderly person, health problems, children leaving
home and by events that deprive the elderly of their
social networks at work, but also by the theory of
social-emotional selectivity. Such a theory postulates
that elderly persons become increasingly aware of
the limitations of the future time available to them
and are motivated to be more selective in choosing
social partners, favoring emotionally significant
relationships over more peripheral ones27.
The size of social networks has been, in general,
positively associated with QOL/well-being21,23,28-30,
both in European countries and in North America.
However, some investigations carried out in European
countries show that there is no association between
the size of the social network and QOL31,32. According
to Bowling and Gabriel31, individuals value social
support and the emotional closeness that relationships
can provide them more than the size of the network.
In summary, much of the literature indicates
that larger networks are associated with greater
well-being among the elderly population21,23,28-30. It
should be noted that, in general, the social networks
of the elderly are small, and this may be associated
with a low quality of life/well-being among these
individuals. However, this data should be read
in conjunction with the following information
regarding the impact of other characteristics of the
social network on QOL.

Type of relationship and QOL/well-being
The type of relationship also seems to influence
well-being, with friendship and neighborhood
networks documented as having a more positive effect
than family networks21,33-35, given the voluntary nature
of the former in contrast to the latter35. In addition,
as advocated by Larson et al.34, referring to a study
of the elderly in Canada, activities performed with
family members are usually routine, while the time
spent with friends is commonly devoted to activities
based on common interests and characterized by
spontaneity. According to Pinquart and Sörensen21,
friends are often members of the same age group,
sharing personal characteristics, experiences and
lifestyles. Another potential motive, argued by Cheng
et al.33 based on a review of the literature, is that
negative interactions are more frequent among family
members than among friends. In addition, conflict
with family members can have a highly negative
effect on the well-being of the elderly, since the
bonds established with family members cannot be
easily undone6.
On the other hand, studies in Europe and
North America have shown a positive contribution
or association between more than one type of
relationship at the same time (e.g. relations with
spouse and children, concomitant with relations of
friendship with individuals outside the family) and
QOL/well-being23,26,36,37.

Geographic proximity of social network and QOL/well-being.
Literature on the relationship between the
geographic proximity of the social network and
the QOL/well-being of the elderly is scarce. In the
restricted set of studies in which this analysis is
carried out, the works by De Belvis et al.38,39 in Italy
show that there is a positive association between the
geographic proximity of the family network and the
health-related QOL of elderly persons aged 60 or
over, controlling the effect of sociodemographic and
health variables. The results presented by Litwin and
Stoeckel37, based on data from the fourth wave of the
SHARE project, on individuals aged 65 and over in
16 European countries, indicate that low or moderate
geographical proximity of social network elements is
associated with the greater QOL of these individuals,
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once the effect of sociodemographic variables and the
state of health is controlled. Such control is necessary
to avoid cases in which geographical proximity is
a choice of families with elderly people needing
care and who therefore have a lower QOL. It is not
possible to give a satisfactory explanation of this
discrepancy in the results. Moreover, with the reduced
number of studies, it is not possible to identify any
pattern or trend regarding the relationship between
this characteristic of the social network and the
well-being of the elderly.

Frequency of contact and QOL/well-being.
Frequency of contact is one of the most
commonly used indicators to describe interaction.
High contact frequencies have been commonly
associated with higher levels of QOL or other
indicators of well-being in North America and
European countries21,29,38-41. However, some studies
have associated frequency of contact with lower wellbeing42 or have concluded that there is no association
between contact frequency and the QOL/well-being
of the elderly7,31,43,44. Distinguishing between contact
with family and with friends, Netuveli et al.5 detected
a positive association between the frequency of
contact with friends and QOL and, contrastingly, a
negative association between the frequency of contact
with family members and QOL. Similarly, based on
data from a longitudinal study, Webb et al.25 found
that the QOL of elderly residents in England was
positively associated with the frequency with which
they contacted their friends, whereas, on the contrary,
a high frequency of contact with family members
reduced QOL. It is likely that the explanations for
this difference between contact with family and
contact with friends are those already mentioned
in the previous section on the type of relationship
and QOL/well-being.
Despite some discrepancy in results, which may
be due to the different geographical contexts and
samples, and to different ways of operationalizing
the concept of well-being in the surveys discussed,
the results suggest a positive association between
frequency of contact and well-being. It is possible that
with the tendency for the size of the social network
to reduce in old age, due in particular to the death of
peers, contact with the elements that make up this
network is of greater significance and importance

for the elderly, making frequency of contact with
the social network positive for their well-being.
However, it can also be assumed, conversely, that
elderly persons with greater well-being establish more
contacts precisely because they feel well.

Emotional closeness and QOL/well-being.
Emotional closeness is a feature of the social
network that has been operationalized in different
ways: as the degree of emotional proximity of the
elderly person to the members of their social network37
or as the number of emotionally close people5.
Overall, one can say that a high degree of
emotional closeness has been associated with high
levels of QOL/well-being in old age5,7,21,25,26,37.
The theory of social-emotional selectivity, already
mentioned in this article, contributes to explaining
the positive contribution of emotional closeness to
the well-being of the elderly. This theory of socialemotional selectivity derives from the theory of
compensatory optimization45, which also allows us
to understand these results. According to this model,
optimization means the acquisition, application,
coordination and maintenance of internal and
external resources involved in achieving higher
levels of functioning, while compensation implies the
adoption of alternatives to maintain functioning46.
In fact, elderly persons can compensate for agerelated social barriers and optimize their social
interactions by focusing their limited time and energy
on a few social partners who are better able to meet
their main social needs27.

DISCUSSION
The present review of scientific literature on the
relationship between social networks and QOL or
other indicators of well-being for elderly persons has
identified several trends related to methodological
content. These tendencies relate to approaches to and
the operationalization of QOL, as well as to results
regarding the relationship between the characteristics
of social networks and QOL/well-being in old age.
In terms of methodology, the general use of
quantitative methodology of social research is notable,
with much less use made of qualitative methodology
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or a combination of the two. The samples that have
been employed tend to be made up of more than
30 individuals, while more than half of the studies
analyzed in this review7,25,26,29,30,37,38,42 made use of
representative samples. Thus, probabilistic selection
of the elements to be studied within a determined
temporal and geographical context was preferred.
The concept of QOL has been approached and
operationalized in a variety of ways. It is fair to say,
however, that regardless of how the concept of QOL
is defined and operationalized in each study, research
has consistently demonstrated the beneficial effect of
social and family relationships, and therefore social
networks, on the QOL/well-being of elderly persons.
Regarding the relationship between the
characteristics of social networks and QOL/wellbeing in old age, it has been observed that: a)
in general, the size of a social network has been
positively associated with the QOL/well-being of
elderly persons, although some studies show that
there is no association between these factors; b)
overall, literature has found evidence that networks
of friends contribute more to the QOL/well-being
of elderly persons than those made up of family
members, while the positive contribution of enjoying
more than one type of relationship (for example, the
joint importance of relations with friends and with
neighbors) was also noted; c) the low number of
studies on the impact of the geographic proximity
of a social network on QOL/well-being in old age
does not allow the identification of any pattern
or trend regarding the effect or influence of this
characteristic; d) in general, frequency of contact is
positively associated with the well-being of elderly
persons, although some studies indicate that there
is no association between the variables; e) literature
clearly indicates a positive association between
emotional closeness with elements of social networks
and the QOL/well-being of elderly persons.
The discrepancy in the results observed is possibly
due to the use of different samples, which are based
on cross-sectional analyzes rather than longitudinal
surveys, making it impossible to establish relations of
cause and effect between social networks and wellbeing47, as well as the different geographical contexts

and distinct ways of defining and operationalizing
QOL/well-being employed. Discussion among
researchers regarding the definition of QOL and
ways to operationalize this measure would greatly
help to mitigate these differences and add rigor to
scientific research on this subject. In fact, researchers
often do not define the concept of QOL in their
publications and rarely justify the selection of
the measuring instrument they use, resulting in a
proliferation in the number of approaches to the
operationalization of the concept.
Other omissions have been identified in the
level of scientific knowledge on this subject.
Firstly, associations between the characteristics of
social networks and QOL/well-being have been
demonstrated, but researchers seldom investigate
the factors that lead to these associations. Secondly,
there is a lack of longitudinal studies that would
enable causality between the characteristics of social
networks and QOL/well-being to be established.
Thirdly, there is a clear lack of studies on more specific
elderly populations, such as those living alone or those
residing in rural areas. Although the proportion of
people living alone in European societies has grown
considerably in the last four decades48, becoming
an increasingly common behavioral pattern among
elderly persons on the continent49, there is a lack of
research focusing on this population.
The limitations of the present literature review
derive from the criteria used in the selection of
bibliographic material: the fact that studies based
on research carried out in Europe and North America
have been prioritized, as well as the selection of
only some of the characteristics of social networks,
namely those considered nuclear23.
Nevertheless, analysis of the studies considered
in this article shows how the concept of QOL has
been defined and operationalized and evidences
the latest research on the relationship between the
main characteristics of the social networks of elderly
persons and their QOL. This analysis could be used
by students and researchers interested in this subject,
as well as contributing to the formulation of public
policies aimed at improving the quality of life of
elderly persons.
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1038

Scientific literature shows that networks of
friends contribute more than family networks to
the quality of life/well-being of elderly persons. The
positive contribution of having more than one type of
relationship (e.g. simultaneous friendship and family
relationships) to the quality of life/well-being of
elderly persons has also been demonstrated. Finally,
the studies analyzed indicate the positive impact of
emotional closeness on quality of life/well-being.
The present literature review allows us to make
suggestions for the development of future research.
Firstly, it is necessary to prioritize longitudinal
analyzes, given their scarcity. It is also important
to make use of a combination of quantitative and
qualitative methodologies. On one hand, quantitative
methodologies make it possible to work with large and

representative samples, while on the other, qualitative
methodologies make it possible to deepen, enrich,
and explain/understand the information collected
using quantitative methodology on the associations/
effects of social networks on quality of life. Finally,
given the scarcity of verified information, more
research should be done on specific populations, with
particular emphasis on elderly persons living alone.
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